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WELCOME TO
SHIFT
Hello and welcome to Shift! The
Vancouver
Arts
Colloquium
Society
acknowledges that this magazine and the
program that created it are made
possible only because we live, work, and
learn on the unceded and traditional
territories of the Musqueam, Squamish,
and Tsleil-waututh Coast Salish Peoples.

We'd also like to thank our supporters.
Shift could not have happened without
the support of the Canadian government,
as well as the Vancouver Foundation
Neighbourhood Small Grants, but it also
couldn't have happened without you, the
reader!

The magazine you hold in your hands
(whether it be a physical copy or a digital
one) is a special edition of the
Colloquium magazine, created by the
team and fellows of the Future Leaders
through Art Program (FLAP). FLAP was a
two-week
summer
program
hosted
during August of 2020. Its aim was to
give youth tools for social justice, as well
as help them explore the importance of
and the possibilities that art can provide.
During the program, the young fellows
put their brains to work, collaborating
and creating pieces about causes and
event that they cared about happening in
the world around them. Armed with a
vast array of world views and topics, as
well as a desire to create change and
find
solutions,
they
set
about
researching and writing.
Featuring a youth-centric view on current
events, the magazine you have before
you is a culmination of all those efforts.
Shift focuses on the enduring, everpresent need for systems change as
society evolves. As such, it is also named
for the shift we wish to see in the world,
and in each other. We hope that you
emerge from Shift a little different and
keep an open mind as you traverse the
diverse range of experiences and ideas
that we have to offer.

We hope that you enjoy your time with Shift!

Sincerely,
the VACS Team
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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR
Earlier this year, bored while in
quarantine, I found myself watching
clips of old NBA games. Namely, games
from the Lakers’ 1992 playoffs, which
were monumental for marking the end
of the legendary Bird-Magic rivalry of
the 1980s. For the Lakers, that era
ended in Game 4 of the first round
against the Portland Trailblazers. Yet,
for some odd reason, though it was a
home game, the Lakers didn’t play their
final game in Los Angeles – they played
in the Thomas & Mack Center, in Las
Vegas.
That “some odd reason” was the 1992
Los Angeles riots. Four days before that
game tipped off in Las Vegas, four LAPD
officers were acquitted for usage of
excessive force and beating of a black
man named Rodney King. The acquittal
came in spite of the camcorder footage
that showed the officers tasering King,
beating him with batons, kicking and
stomping him until he lay still.
Human
brains
are
designed
to
categorize information. Though a crow
and a robin are vastly different species,
with vastly differing genotypes, it takes
one look at both for our brains to sort
them into the same mental category:
birds. Princeton University researchers
suggest that we experience events in
the same way. Even in a sequence of
related events, the brain will find a way
to create partitions, and sort the events
into distinct mental categories.

I imagine this ability to categorize is
why we often divorce overlapping
historical events from one another. Did
you know that Martin Luther King Jr.
and Anne Frank were born in the same
year? That the most fatal month of the
Spanish Flu was over just two weeks
before the armistice to end World War
1 was signed? Or that the worst
incident of racial violence in U.S.
history, in which more than 100 Black
Americans were killed and thousands
injured as a means to dismantle a
wealthy Black neighbourhood, occurred
two months before Adolf Hitler became
fuhrer of the Nazi Party?
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It’s also why I might have to explain to
my future grandchildren why so many
were wearing face coverings when they
took to the streets to protest the
indefensible murders of George Floyd,
and Breonna Taylor, and countless
others.
That is, unless we reach a turning
point. A point at which we, as a society,
write history without the partitions that
so limit the way we remember events. I
dream of a future where the story of
COVID-19
can’t
be
told
without
acknowledging the disparity in death
rates between racialized and white
communities. Where the fallout of the
pandemic can’t be recounted without
too recounting the history of redlining
in North America. I hope when we
reflect on the year 2020, that we
remember the racism, the inequality,
the housing and health insecurity, the
lives and the deaths, without any
disconnect between events and issues.
Whether you categorize our stories as
individual issues, unrelated to one
another, or see a more abstract yet real
connection between the underlying
themes of our words, there is no right
answer. All we have for you are the
stories. The stories of those who fought
for civil rights, and those who
recognized that our planet was dying.
Of how a pandemic affected the
neurodivergent. Of how being a woman
affected our forays into athletics. Of
how we grappled with a new but
familiar wave of racism. Of who we
were and how we lived.
Astonishingly little has changed in the
28 years since that playoff game in Las
Vegas. As I’m writing this letter, the

Lakers are set to tip-off a first-round
home playoff game against the Portland
Trailblazers, again away from L.A., as
the resistance against police violence
continues on in the streets. But there is
reason to hope.
Players, coaches, and referees are
united in kneeling during the national
anthem. The backs of the players’
jerseys feature statements like Resist,
Black Lives Matter, and Say Her Name.
Gestures they may be, but they also
stop us from that ever-so-easy mental
categorization. They won’t let us
divorce basketball from racial injustice
this time. They will not forget. And
neither will we.
VACS Editor-in-chief
Lucas Lee
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MESSAGE FROM
THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
“What would you like to do this
summer?” I asked my 15 year old
daughter in the kitchen back in May
this year. It was not meant to be a
rhetorical question. “I don’t know,” she
replied with a somber and realistic
tone. Feeling very protective of her, I
wished I could come up with something
exciting out of thin air or at least
anything better than no plan. In the
wake of the pandemic, many parents of
teenagers were occupied with the
thoughts of how to keep their young
adults mentally and physically active,
while keeping them safe and virus-free
at home during the summer break.
With no prospect of summer camps or
family trips near and far, many parents
around
the
world
started
“homeschooling” and DIY summer camp
to make the most of what they could
provide. Although it was a last resort, it
turned out to be the best option.
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Speaking of a mother’s invention, at the
beginning of 17th century in Japan, there
was an important social movement of
private
and
informal
educational
institutions, called Terakoya (
),
which democratized education and made
it available beyond children of the
privileged. Unlike the formal education
system that taught mainly skills needed
in everyday life, Terakoya offered a
highly tailored higher level of education
including writing and reading, with extra
subjects
including
history
and
geography. The majority of Terakoya
teachers were ordinary citizens including
female teachers (as shown in the
picture). The Terakoya attendance rate
reached 70% in the capital Edo at the
end of the 18th century, which
contributed to the high levels of literacy
among ordinary people (50% of men and
20% of women nationwide were literate)
in Edo-period Japan. Terakoya, Japan’s
highly unique Edo-period education
movement, was considered to be an
important factor in its swift turn to
industrialization
after
the
Meiji
Restoration.

the liberty of educating any child of any
background collectively and changed the
system and the future of the country.

What lessons did we learn? What can we
hope for the future? During the
pandemic, many educational and art
institutions around the world made their
programs accessible online and often
free of charge. Many organizations and
citizens have stepped up to offer their
expertises and services free and to all,
and some have even created entirely
new ones to meet the need. FLAP is one
of those many examples. This may seem
like a baby step and yet it is huge for its
future implications. Suddenly, the world
is your oyster, if you are hungry for
learning and change. Despite many
challenges and injustices that we are
facing today, there is a hope, real hope
that our collective learning and sharing
will lift the whole world up, like the one
we saw in Terakoya- private citizens took

This journal is the “cherry on the top”.

寺⼦屋

FLAP is a testament to our commitment
to providing an interdisciplinary higher
level of education and mentorship to
youth, like the high spirit seen in
Terakoya. I wholeheartedly thank my
dedicated team of five young individuals
who shared the high spirit and worked
tirelessly to bring our vision come to
fruition. I also thank the Government of
Canada for the Canada Summer Job
funding to support fully the employment
of those young people.
But
the
most
highlighted
accomplishment that FLAP will leave as
its footprints is the real exchange with
the youth participants from all around
the world who committed to learning. I
have
no
words
to
describe
my
enlightenment and I am honoured and
proud to witness what they have learned
and shared. They are truly agents of
social change. I wish them all the best FLAP your wings!

Enjoy!
VACS Executive Director
Keiko Honda
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A LOVE LETTER TO MY
LOCAL LIBRARY
By Trinity Lu
Kindergarten had let out for the year,
and the taste of summer was ripe and
sweet on my tongue. In that moment,
as my mother picked me up from
school, there was only one place in my
mind. It wasn’t the playground, nor was
it a friend’s house or the grocery store
for ice cream. No, the place I looked
forward to going to the most as a child
was always our local library. My brother
and I would race up the stairs leading
into the place, pillage the picture
books, listen to a read-aloud or two at
the storytime corner, then head over to
the children’s computers, where we
would battle other kids for the privilege
of playing Cool Math Games.
The library is somewhat of a homeaway-from-home for me. My childhood
was filled with weekly trips where my
brother and I would pore over stacks of
books, stopping to read through or
simply filling our backpacks to take

home. For a short time following my
entry to high school, these visits
dwindled, but after the tenth grade,
they started up again with fervour. Prepandemic, our local branch was a
vibrant community hub, filled to the
brim with people regardless of what
day of the week it was.
For the past few years, with the onset
of the digital age, people have begun to
question the utility of libraries. In a
world where the internet is at many
people’s fingertips, streaming services
are in no shortage and entertainment is
to be found on every corner, some
argue that libraries are a waste of
taxpayer dollars. There was even a
short-lived Forbes article in 2018
entitled “Amazon Should Replace Local
Libraries to Save Taxpayers Money.”
The article was taken down soon after
publishing due to backlash, but was put
on my mind recently while I was
browsing old Vox articles and saw a
response to it. I was reminded of the
harmful sanctions that some publishers
put on ebooks, which they justified by
claiming that libraries were harming
authors. As much as people may love
their libraries, it seems, there will
always be an opposition.

The Richmond library reopened at
a limited capacity around early
August
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This little article is in part, of course, a
love letter: for the noble institution, but
also
for
the
under-appreciated
librarians manning the counters and
tables at my local library. It is also a
response to the calls for libraries to
modernize and get with the times, for
us to stop beating a dead horse and let
it die in peace.
To start out, I think that many people
who don’t visit libraries have pretty
strong misconceptions about them.
When they think of a library, they might
picture silent rows, dusty tomes, and
perhaps a skeletal librarian in the
corner whispering for people to “shhh.”
An archaic, unneeded institution and
waste of taxpayer money. As tempting
as it is to indulge in these images, I’d
like to give an actual description of my
local library. Pre-pandemic, I would
have told you about my library’s shelves
of books, yes, but also the row of 3D
printers and the large, dedicated study
spaces (always filled up with people of
all ages). I’d describe the Dungeons and
Dragons groups that played in the
evenings, the weaver’s society table
with knitted caps for the homeless and
the bulletin boards that promoted
workshops on digital literacy for
seniors and coding for children.
Post-pandemic, I can talk about the way
the holds section has expanded by at
least six shelves and several tables, and
the measures to keep us safe while
we’re picking them up. I can and will
wax poetic for hours about the love
and dedication shown by our youth
librarians, who have been running
Zoom sessions in lieu of our in-person
meetings since the pandemic started,
are always creating new opportunities
for us online and keep working on fun
digital programs that we can enjoy. The

ebook section of our library is
flourishing! My mother’s book club has
relocated to Zoom calls and back yards,
but the community that they first found
at the library has remained precious
and dear to her.
For me, in this crazy, unhappy time, my
local library has become a place of
solace. Online, it’s where I can meet
new friends and see people that I
haven’t interacted with in a while. Inperson, I get the pleasure of browsing
books and picking up holds, all while
feeling secure in the knowledge that
they value our safety and are doing
everything they can to flatten the
curve. Beyond my experiences, the
library is now a place where those who
aren’t able to access the internet can
book time to use the computers and
printers; a place where those who
otherwise wouldn’t be able to afford
their
child’s
voracious
reading
appetites can come to breathe a sigh of
relief. Their YouTube and Instagram
accounts feature librarians reading
stories aloud, and their Facebook is
filled
with
recommendations
for
different books and groups that people
can join. Their new pen pal program
has been great for connecting people
with seniors who aren't able to leave
their assisted living and care homes.
For those who haven’t visited their local
libraries in recent years, or since the
pandemic started, I encourage you to
start looking to them again. Check
online to see if they have new opening
hours, or have expanded their online
collections (use the Libby app!), or are
taking holds. You might be surprised at
what you find.
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THE STRUGGLE OF
ONLINE SCHOOLING
FOR NEURODIVERGENT
STUDENTS
By Alex Masse
In April, I spent nine and a half hours
on a math exam. Six hours, restless
sleep in between, then three and a half
more. More than once I called my
professor in tears because I didn’t
know what I was doing. I feel sorry for
her - she’d signed up to teach math
and here she was, consoling a poor kid
having a panic attack.
After I’d submitted, she’d said it was a
good thing the exam had been online:
in real life, it would have been the same
questions but in a classroom and due
in three hours.
I murmured something in agreement,
but truth be told, I was apprehensive
about our education going online.
Online meant asynchronous learning:
my professor simply recorded and
uploaded herself walking through
chapters of our textbook. No questions
asked, no answers given, just twenty
minutes of a white screen and answers
being written on it.
Here’s my dilemma: I’d struggled with
math on a good day. Even before the
shift to online, I’d been seeing tutors
and using my prof’s office hours.
Moving online made things worse. I
know that’s the case for many students
everywhere, but there’s a smaller group
of us who are particularly concerned
because school wasn’t made with us in
mind
in
the
first
place:
the
neurodivergent.

Neurodivergency is a unique form of
marginalization, but many of the
challenges are famiilar. There’s a class
barrier: in many places, getting an
assessment costs both time and
money. Additionally, women and people
of colour in particular have struggled
with getting diagnosed. In an article on
the Asperger/Autism Network (AANE),
journalist Suzannah Weiss writes that,
“Autism
Spectrum
Disorder
is
diagnosed about 4.5 times more
frequently in men than in women … this
could be due to under-diagnosis of
female patients.”
Weiss goes on to state that Black
people are also diagnosed less often or
later in life than their white peers.
I’m no different: I was assessed for
autism in 2007, and while the doctors
said I was on the spectrum, I didn’t
need a teaching assistant and so they
never gave me an official diagnosis.
This meant I knew how I was different,
and I could explain it to authorities in
my life, but had to hope they took my
word for it. Many were willing.
Unfortunately, after secondary school,
my word wasn’t enough. When I
requested
accommodations
in
university, I was turned away for my
lack of a professional diagnosis. I
reluctantly gave up my search, as I
didn’t have the time or resources to
seek out a diagnosis.
Then COVID struck, and the world of
education turned upside-down. After
struggling through last semester, my
search for accommodation reignited.
I’m not alone in this specific challenge.
As I mentioned, getting diagnosed can
be troublesome for many, especially
due to racism, class barriers, and
misogyny in the system. Winter, an 18-
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year-old student with ADHD, is acutely
familiar with the challenges posed by
the current system. “There are not
many accommodations offered for
people with [ADHD], especially if you do
not have an official doctor's note,” says
Winter, “getting accommodations has
been an uphill battle.”
Memory and attention issues are
common
neurodivergent
struggles,
beyond ADHD. According to an article
from Spectrum News, those with ADHD
and autism both have trouble with
executive
function,
which
covers
planning, decision-making, and shortterm memory. I know I’ve personally
also struggled with paying attention in
class, as I sometimes struggle to
regulate my sensory processing. If
someone else starts talking to a friend
during a lecture, I get overloaded and
can’t understand what the prof’s saying.
"Without being able to separate my
home life from my school life, it is really
hard to concentrate and get things
done,” Winter adds. Not being in the

classroom makes it extra hard to pay
attention to what is happening and
engage in the class”. This is another
common issue with neurodivergent
students: we need a clear-cut routine
with easy transitions between activities.
Without the preparation period of my
commute to school, I’ve struggled to
get into the right headspace.
Unfortunately, seeking out a diagnosis
during a global pandemic is easier said
than done. That requires time, money,
and access to professionals. This leaves
us neurodivergent students dreading
the fall semester, as we’re going into a
system with which so many of us will
struggle.
One can hope we get the doctor’s notes
we need, but in the meantime, I hope
educators are sympathetic to our
plights. A problematic system may not
have seen our struggles, but we know
ourselves.
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A JUST RECOVERY AND
A GREEN NEW DEAL
A timely case for phasing out fossil fuels
and centring on human wellbeing.
By Sophia Bi
Picture this: we’ve made it past covid
but rather than bailing out oil and gas
we’ve invested trillions in renewable
energy and a green economy in
collaboration with Indigenous and
frontline
communities.
Now
solar
panels line the rooftops and windmills
line the skyline, while sophisticated
storage systems complement a reliable
and clean energy system. Sleek electric
cars and buses share the road with
cyclists; and everyone has a job, living
in strong, inclusive communities with
access to local food, clean water, fresh
air, and green spaces. Although the
fossil fuel industry has retired, millions
of new jobs have been created in clean
energy, sustainable agriculture, and
other green industries. Chemicals,
plastics, and carbon no longer choke
the air and oceans, and as a result,
humans continue to discover, create,
and flourish for millions of years.
Such a vision might raise some
eyebrows. In a world where 84 percent
of our energy comes from carbonbased petrochemicals, it’s hard to
picture the massive changes we need,
one that Seth Klein compares to the
political mobilization brought on by
World War II. As a fifteen-year-old, I
decided to unpack this ominous
“climate crisis” and infernal climate
“debate” by joining Sustainabiliteens, a
youth activist organization based in
Vancouver. I had never been a political
person, but our ailing world - one in

the midst of a climate crisis - is not one
that allows for apoliticism.
The purpose of organizations like
Sustainabiliteens is to create a more
just and sustainable world. People
might deride us for being “naive” or
something of that sort, which reminds
me of Margaret Thatcher’s famous
quote
in
defense
of
neoliberal
capitalism: “There is no alternative.”
That line is now used in defense of
climate inaction. While compelling
scientific
evidence
means
climate
denial can’t bring us down anymore,
the
daunting
implications
of
environmental policies that produce
hesitation and half-actions are.
Life meanders along at its leisurely
pace in Vancouver as Bangladesh
drowns and wildfires ravage California.
We sit back and wait for the Canadian
government or “experts” to take care of
things. They swear that climate change
is a national priority and that they will
bring carbon emissions to net zero by
2050. Believing that they will do what it
takes to address air pollution’s 4.2
million
annual
premature
deaths
around the world (with 14 600 in
Canada), the threat to global crops and
freshwater
supplies,
and
the
displacement of 250 million people - by
2050 - from sea level rise and extreme
weather,
is,
based
on
historical
commitments, incredulous.
We’re at a crossroads. With Trudeau
announcing his pandemic recovery plan
on
September
23,
hundreds
of
organizations are amplifying demands
for adherence to its six principles
(developed by communities across
Canada):
1) Put people’s health and wellbeing
first, no exceptions.
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2) Strengthen the social safety net and
provide relief directly to people.
3) Prioritize the needs of workers and
communities.

the wealthy and drive - or worsen inequality,
consumerism,
and
environmental degradation.

It doesn’t look like a climate movement
but it is. The heart of these demands is
to centre human wellbeing, something
profit-driven corporations and GDPdriven politicians, who belittle social
and
environmental
costs
as
“externalities”, have failed to do. While
overall economic growth has raised the
standard of living for many, our system
continues to disproportionately benefit

In the United States, the “Green New
Deal” is gaining traction. Proposed by
Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez
and
championed on Joe Biden’s platform,
the resolution calls on the government
to make bold investments in the clean
energy transition and to promote
equity by protecting the rights of all
citizens to economic security and
access to food, fresh water, clean air,
shelter and green spaces; “stopping
current,
preventing
future,
and
repairing historic oppression”; and
offering
adequate
resources
and
training to allow all to be “full and
equal participants in the Green New
Deal mobilization”. Critics call it
communism. Others admit that things
like upgrading infrastructure, funding
climate
resilience
initiatives,
and
expanding clean industries can create

.

.

4) Build resilience to prevent future
crises.
5) Build solidarity and equity across
communities, generations, and borders.
6) Uphold Indigenous rights and work
in partnership with Indigenous Peoples.
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millions of quality jobs that will
spearhead the economic recovery and
the revolution for a safer world.
“Expensive” is certainly written all over
it - the investment called for is huge,
and oil and gas also makes up a
significant portion of the economy.
However, the costs of climate change
and
the
benefits
of
renewable
efficiency is even more shocking. The
UK’s Tyndall Centre for Climate Change
Research warns that the costs of
inaction could amount globally at $54
trillion for 1.5 degrees Celsius of
warming (our target), $69 trillion for 2.0
degrees Celsius, and $551 trillion for
3.7 degrees Celsius, factoring in things
like sea level damage and healthcare
costs (for reference, we are currently
projected to warm 3 or 4 degrees
Celsius). On a positive note, in 2018, a
208 page report by the Global
Commission on the Economy and
Climate estimated that “ambitious”
climate action, something around an
annual investment of $90 trillion, could
generate, all costs and savings and
profits considered, a net gain of $26
trillion USD. It also suggests that it will
lead to the creation of 65 million lowcarbon jobs by 2030.
“We are at a unique ‘use it or lose it’
moment”, explains Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala,
former Finance Minister of Nigeria and
Co-Chair of the Global Commission.
"Policy makers should take their feet
off the brakes, send a clear signal that
the new growth story is here and that it
comes with exciting economic and
market opportunities... if we act
decisively now.”
Feasibility
is
another
perceived
blockade as people dispute if our
technology is able to handle a 100
percent
renewable-based
energy
system, frowning at the “failures” of

California and Germany’s pioneering.
While hydro and geothermal power are
generally
reliable
renewables,
variability is an issue for solar and wind
power; their outputs are not always
able
to
balance
demand.
Many
solutions
advocate
for
using
“dispatchable” sources like nuclear or
fossil fuels with carbon capture
technology to back up renewables,
though these do have their drawbacks.
Some people argue for focusing on
natural gas, which is a less carbon
intensive fuel, although this would only
ever be a temporary solution that still
carries risks and uncertainties. Multiple
cases for large scale 100 percent
renewable energy scenarios have been
proposed though, such as in LUT
University and Energy Watch Group’s
report (2019), Wärtsilä’s study, and
Stanford professor Mark Jacobson’s
book (August 2020). Technologies for
energy storage, the missing piece, are
becoming more and more cost efficient
and advanced; according to the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
the price of lithium-ion batteries have
dropped 80% in the last five years and
new longer term storage technologies
and
projects
are
underway
or
improving, such as using pumped
hydropower, compressed air, hydrogen
fuel and even molten salt to store
energy.
While we don’t have all the solutions
and guarantees (yet), disputing whether
or not to pursue an equitable, 100
percent renewables economy--not how
to implement it--consumes valuable
time
and
resources,
and
may
compromise our ability to commit to a
sufficiently
drastic
climate
plan.
Governments remain reluctant to truly
divest from fossil fuels. It holds that
what the legislation will look like is
unclear; who and what will fund the
transition is still unclear; whether or
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not society will embrace it is unclear;
how the transition will happen globally
is unclear; and whether or not
provincial or state governments will
even follow a green resolution is
unclear (the American Green New Deal
is
non-binding
and
cannot
be
enforced). What is clear, though, is that
there is work to be done. On a citizen
level that means closely following the
issue, pressuring the government, and
having climate conversations with
people. It means finding your role in
the Green New Deal mobilization like a
soldier joining the contingent.
COVID and its unprecedented spending
has been a catalyst. On Sept. 25, a year
after the Global Day of Action that
brought almost a million Canadians to
the street, local and national groups

like the Sustainabiliteens, Our Time,
and CEVES (La Coalition étudiante pour
un virage environnemental et social)
are coming together in a “Not Back to
Normal” campaign. Toolkits are being
sent to local groups to meet with
Liberal
and
NDP
Members
of
Parliament and to organize actions in
their areas in the interests of
influencing Trudeau’s recovery plan.
Adopting the six principles of a Just
Recovery and a Green New Deal motion
will be a hopeful beginning, though
sustained political will and public
support - and global leadership - will be
needed to bring us into the future
beyond carbon.

The Importance of
Place
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
PLACE
by Keiron Cobban
Why are places so important? How do
they impact our lives and why are they
more than just physical space?
The places that we inhabit are
connected to our lives in intricate ways.
They are imbued with meaning and
relevance through the experiences that
we have and the memories that are
formed. They impact how we connect
with ourselves and others and they are
critical in shaping our lives.
This is what makes the concept of
placemaking so important. It is a
collaborative process in which spaces
are designed by and for the community.
Decisions are based on the strengths
and assets of the community and the
desires and needs of the inhabitants.
They reflect the future place that
people want and can collectively shape
that can contribute to public health and
quality of life.
In the Future Leaders Through Art
Program (FLAP) we asked the students
to
both
consider
the
personal
importance of certain places, and we
had them identify under-used spaces
and how they would redesign them, a
key aspect of placemaking.
This rose (on the previous page) was
growing in my parents lush Vancouver
backyard. It is streaked with raindrops
and shines bright red against a
backdrop of green. This house is where
I grew up and will always mean home.
This rose and this backyard represent
family, growth and my own life’s
trajectory. Just as I did, this rose grew

and flourished in the rainy forests of
the west coast. During COVID this place
took on a new meaning. It represented
a place of safety, a place where life and
the beauty that it contains can still
thrive despite the difficult time that we
find ourselves in. I don’t know where I
would be without this place, without
these memories, and without this
home. It is contained in my past and
will always have a part in shaping my
future.
All of these places represent something
to the FLAP fellows. To some they mean
connection to family and nature, to
others
they
mean
freedom
and
creativity. While looking at the images,
consider why these places are given so
much importance, and reflect on the
places that you have strong feelings for
and why that might be.
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"I love standing in the middle of the open field and just
staring at the sky. Any stress or tension that I have
immediately dissolves when I go to this park. Looking at
the sky reminds me of how small I am in this world, but
it is not a disparaging or depressing feeling... it is deeply
humbling."
by Maya Honda-Granirer

"To me, this basketball hoop captures the
message of perseverance, dedication,
passion, and the dreams of those that
work hard to achieve their goals. The
hoop might seem unreachable, but
making an effort to reach it is what is
important."
By David Zou

'I chose a picture of a
chicken coop because,
lately I haven't seen many
people and its been quite
quiet. My friend has a
chicken
coop
at
her
house, but I can't go visit
during this time so seeing
these animals reminds me
of when we used to feed
her chickens"
by Zarah Stubbs
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WHY PLACE
ATTACHMENT IS THE
MOST IMPORTANT IDEA
TO COMBAT ISOLATION
AND BUILD RESILIENCE
By Keiko Honda
It is not a coincidence that during the
lockdown in the face of the pandemic,
most of us looked for new ways to
maximize the functionality of our home
space, then found ourselves feeling
more independent, competent, and
comforted, despite the challenge. As
many activities are happening in our
homes or in close proximity, we have
invested our practices and developed
an emotional sense of deep connection
with particular places – a sense of
“rootedness”.
Place
becomes
an
extension of the self. That’s called
place attachment, the concept which
scholars in environmental psychology,
sociology, anthropology, and human
geography
consider
an
essential
element in understanding identity,
human
well-being
and
sociality,
memory
formation,
community
participation,
and
environmental
responsibility and advocacy for the
environment.
“Place makes memories cohere in
complex ways. People’s experiences of
the urban landscape intertwine the
sense of place and the politics of
space,” says architectural historian
Dolores
Hayden.
Similarly,
psychologists postulate that we lock
ideas and objects by linking them to a
place: integrating many stimuli together
helps
us
remember
something
particularly important, called episodic
memories. This pandemic has disrupted
our physical connections to many
familiar social places like offices, cafes,

New Addition During the Pandemic: My daughter is sitting on
the swing attached to a big tree branch in a nearby park. The
swing was constructed and placed by my neighbour during
the pandemic. Aug 2, 2020. Photo credit: Alistair Eagle

schools, gyms, restaurants, community
centres, movie theaters and many
more,
keeping
almost
everyone,
especially seniors and those who are at
higher risk of severe illness from
COVID-19, at home for seemingly
endless periods (until the pandemic will
come to an end). How does supposedly
immobilized life imposed by the
pandemic affect the way we store
memories and the way we create
meaning in our lives? What do large
groups of people remember - and
forget? It is an intriguing question for
future historians. Social memory is at
stake and thus deeply pertinent here.
As reminded by WHO’s Healthy Ageing,
being able to live in environments that
support and maintain seniors’ mental
and physical capacities is key to healthy
aging and community.
That wisdom and teaching has long
been practiced by many Indigenous
communities. Indigenous wisdom holds
that humans are related to every part
of nature – not in abstract terms, but
very personally. “We need fibers and
fibers of life that have sustained us all
of these thousands of years. When we
destroy our environment, we are
destroying ourselves,” says a renowned
Salish weaver, Debra Sparrow. She
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A “family” portrait with my
neighbour and friend,
Debra Sparrow. We
spontaneously call each
other to meet up for a
forest walk, as we both
live very close by. Aug,
2020. Photo credit:
Alistair Eagle.

continues, “Our ancestors were so
intelligent. They went out to the
environment and found dyes that were
also
medicine…..They
got
stinging
nettles. You drank it to clean your
blood, so you did not have to take
penicillin.”
The
deep
connections
between the Coast Salish people and
their physical surroundings are a
powerful aspect of their life that
informs their sense of identity, creates
meaning in their lives, facilitates
community
and
influences
action
toward environmental stewardship.
While place attachment is hypothesized
to be strongly related to health, how it
is related to health appears to be
different for different groups. A study
of Māori and non-Māori in advance age
in New Zealand found the positive
associations among Māori between the
importance of nature and the outdoors,
place attachment (i.e., connectedness
to neighbourhood and community) and
health, whereas liking home and
neighbourhood, place attachment and
health were found to be linked among
non-Māori. The most recent study of a
large
representative
sample
of
Japanese nationals reveals that place

attachment partially mediates the links
between the natural environment and
mental health, accounting 30 percent
of the total effect of nature on mental
health. While the places to which
people develop attachment bonds may
vary, one important message is that
place attachment plays as an adaptive
(or survival) strategy that sustains and
improves our mental and physical
health and may fight against social
isolation and environmental challenges
happening in their own places.
It is not surprising that COVID provokes
the breakage of attachment bonds with
many familiar physical places at
different levels home, residential
block, neighbourhood, town/city level,
or even broader level, particularly in
cases of forced relocation or lockdown
- that social isolation, especially among
seniors, is already a public health crisis
worldwide.
That brings us back to the question of
what constitutes place attachment.
What can we do to develop it for going
forward, as some pandemic mitigation
measures including social distancing
may become permanent. In the context
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of a changing climate, a more complex
geopolitical landscape, and a constant
threat of pandemic all together,
developing
genuine
emotional
connections with physical places is a
complicated, and yet urgent need. Are
attachment to place and sense of
rootedness only relevant to the wellbeing of people in old age? What about
other
ages?
What
about
those
displaced? What about those who are
abused or neglected where they live?
Will the benefits of place attachment
withstand when other types of threats
such as the psychological threats are
present? What about climate change
threatening our right to housing?
Is place attachment a crucial ability for
human survival? The answer is still yes.
What would our role – as a global
citizen and a neighbour – mean,
require, demand of us right now? What
stories and memories will we pass on
to our future generations?

ON THE EDGE
Is planet Earth on the brink of the next
great extinction?
By Eric Souder
When I met Helen for the first time in
2016, she was still recovering from her
accident. She’d lost a huge amount of
her mobility and wasn’t able to live on
her own. Her caretakers told me that

with the injuries she had sustained, she
would never be able to live unassisted.
Helen is a Pacific White-Sided Dolphin
living at the Vancouver Aquarium after
becoming entangled in a fixed fishing
net off the west coast of Japan in 1996.
To save her life, veterinarians had to
amputate much of her pectoral fins —
her “flippers” — leaving her unable to
hunt or survive on her own, says the
Vancouver Aquarium. The governments
of Canada and Japan believed that
releasing her into the ocean would be a
certain death sentence, and so she was
permitted to remain in human care for
the rest of her life. Helen is not the
only animal with a story like this. Every
year, the Vancouver Aquarium’s Marine
Mammal Rescue Center says they
rescue over 150 marine mammals, of
which a large fraction require rescue
because of problems humans have
caused. Along British Columbia’s coast
alone, the Rescue Center says they
estimate over 400 sea lions are
entangled in discarded packing straps,
rope, string and nets each year. And
while the seals, otters, and sea lions
rescued by the Rescue Center are
adorable and easy to relate to, marine
mammals are only the tip of the iceberg
in terms of animal deaths by way of
humanity.
A New Extinction Event
In 1502, the Large St. Helena Petrel and
the St. Helena Hoopoe, both from the
same small island, became extinct. In
1690, the Dodo bird. In 1768, the
Stellar’s Sea Cow. In 1870, the Labrador
duck. The Tasmanian Wolf, 1936. The
Deepwater cisco fish, 1952. The Golden
toad, 1989. The Bigmouth Rocksnail,
1994.
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The United Nations says that around 1
million animal and plant species are
threatened with extinction, many within
the next twenty or thirty years, but it’s
hard to pinpoint the exact number since
a vast amount of endangered species
have still not been discovered. The
Smithsonian Institution estimates that
our present rate of extinction is
hundreds or even thousands of times
higher than the natural baseline rate —
that species could be going extinct at a
rate of more than 1 out of every
thousand species every year. Within
scientific circles, there is a growing
movement to categorize this loss as a
mass extinction event, known as the
Holocene extinction. Foregoing the
usual clinical tone of a peer reviewed
study, a research article in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences calls it a “frightening assault on
the foundations of human civilization”
and a “biological annihilation”.

A Tipping Point
Many scientists, however, are not as
quick to call the current losses a mass
extinction event, citing that less than 1
percent of species have become extinct
in recent human history. This is not to
suggest that humans have not done
massive and overwhelming damage to
the environment — they have — but
that the losses so far do not constitute
an extinction event. They point out that
the
five
previous
known
mass
extinctions killed off about 70 percent
or more of the species alive.
The planet, in their eyes, is like a game
of Jenga. You can continue to take away
more and more pieces from the tower
until it all falls in a single instant: a
spectacular,
compounding
and
impossible to predict collapse of food
webs and ecosystems. It’s not the initial
shock of the asteroid, super volcano, or
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human destruction that causes the
majority of the extinction, but the
rippling effects throughout ecosystems
that it triggers.
Back from the Brink
Even if we aren’t in a mass extinction
yet, we are getting close. Every day, we
walk further and further towards the
brink of collapse without ever knowing
what the final straw will be. However,
this might be better news that it
sounds. It means we have the
opportunity to avoid it.
Back at the Vancouver Aquarium, inside
and downstairs from Hellen’s habitat,
an art installation is on display. Vortex,
by Douglas Copland, shows the story of
ocean plastic pollution in a way that
most people haven’t seen it before. A
large pool in the center of the room —
once a habitat teeming with dozens of
adorable cownose rays — sloshes
around, filled with plastic flotsam that
Copland has collected off the coast of
British Columbia. On a wall, shelving
catalogues the colorful multitudes of
waste plastic he has recovered. A boat
full of plastic people floats up and
down in an artificial wave and a sign on
the wall reminds visitors that ocean
plastics are expected to weigh more
than all of the fish in the sea by 2050.
It’s very real. It’s a visceral wake up call
about the plastic in our oceans —
which kills over a million seabirds each
year — and a stark warning. While the
exhibit is gone now, (it was only ever
intended to be temporary) the message
it shared still resonates though the city
streets of Vancouver. As of April 2020,
plastic straws have been banned by the
city of Vancouver as well as foam cups,

takeout containers, and disposable
utensils. Plastic bags are set to be
banned in 2021. While these changes
are not enough, they are — at a
minimum — deviations from the status
quo. Lead by artists, attitudes are
changing throughout Vancouver and
much of the world. It might even be
enough to pull us back from the brink.
Disclaimer: Eric Souder is a Volunteer at
Ocean Wise/the Vancouver Aquarium, but
is writing in a personal capacity based on
his own experiences and not as a
representative
of
the
Ocean
Wise
Conservation Association.
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EVERYDAY SEXISM IN
SCHOOL
By Nicola Sidhu
The bell rings, signalling the beginning
of third period. I hurry down the stairs,
saying hello to the passing friends and
teachers. I weave through fellow
students heading in all directions to
different classes. I hurry into the “new”
gym and make a beeline for the girls’
change rooms. Changing quickly, I’m
out of the change rooms just as the
second bell rings.
As usual, the boys are playing
basketball and talking loudly, as usual,
the girls stand or sit in small groups,
talking quietly. My P.E. teacher walks
out of the office with his clipboard,
ready to take attendance. It takes him
maybe five minutes to settle the class. I
sit quietly with my friends, all girls,
whom I’m lucky enough to share this
class with. After attendance, my
teacher tells us which activity we’ll be
doing today, European Handball.
My class is then herded into the nextdoor gym, otherwise known as the “old”
gym. We’re lined up and my teacher
walks down the line, pointing to
random students, “One…two…three…
four…one…two…three…four.”
Once
given
a
number,
we
find
our
teammates. I sigh, there’s only one
other girl on my team, Tanya (not her
real name), and she isn’t athletic, but
she is nice.
As usual, the boys on my team are loud
and look slightly annoyed that Tanya
and I are there. We grab our jerseys,
which are yellow, and wait for
instructions. Then, the teams are
announced for the first match, yellow
and blue. Showtime, I think. We position

ourselves, and the game begins. One of
my teammates, a boy, has the ball. I run
down to the opposing team’s goal and
shout for him to give me the ball. He’s
surrounded by the opposing team, I’m
his best bet to throw to, no one is
surrounding me. He thinks otherwise,
and attempts a throw to his friend,
another boy, but the ball is quickly
nabbed by the other team. I sigh with
frustration and look over at Tanya, who
stands in the middle of the court, not
running or speaking or making any
attempt at playing the game. This is
going to be a long period, I think, and
hurry after my team.
This, unfortunately, was a common
occurrence in my P.E. class last year. I
would have to “prove myself” to the
boys on my team for any sport that I
was good enough to be passed to, it
was the same for the other girls in my
class, and in other classes too. We
don’t cry though, we don’t whine or
complain, we deal with it together
because it’s better than being alone.
My P.E. teacher that year tried to stop
this exclusion of girls in our class, but
not too much and to no avail. After
class, while I change back into my
school clothing, I talk with the other
girls in my class, they too have similar
situations. What’s worse is that the only
thing
we
can
do
about
this
discrimination is tell a teacher and
hope for the best, but even that isn’t
enough.
This isn’t just happening in high school
P.E. class, but in the sports world, too. I
can’t remember the last time I turned
on the TV to find that a women’s
hockey game was on, or women’s
basketball,
boxing,
soccer,
or
swimming, the list goes on. Trish
Nicholson, a national lacrosse player
and fellow P.E. teacher at my school
says that because professional sports
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have been shut down due to the
pandemic, people get so “desperate”
that they “have” to watch reruns of
women’s sports on TV. As though
women’s sports are only second-best
compared to men’s sports. The only
time I’ve ever seen women’s sports on
TV is during the Olympics and even
then it’s mostly men’s sports that are
aired.
Another problem is the prejudice that
certain male athletes hold against
female athletes. Ms. Nicholson’s friend
was inducted into the Lacrosse Hall of
Fame and was the first woman to be
inducted. She was met with complaints
made by other athletes (all male) saying
that she was “taking away the
opportunity for another athlete”, of
course they meant another male
athlete, and this woman was the first
female athlete in this hall of fame.
One of the reasons Ms. Nicholson
thinks that women are discriminated
against in sports is because women
haven’t been playing on teams in
professional levels of sports as long as
men have. Women have played in
professional sports for about 70 years
or so, whereas men have played
professional sports for much longer.
The Women’s Professional Football
League was formed in 1974, so less
than 50 years have women been able to
play football professionally, and I still
haven’t seen any of their games air on
TV. The WPFL had their very first Super
Bowl in 2000, 26 years after the league
was formed.
Athletic people are often hopeful to
have sons when they decide to have
children because, yet again, people
believe that only boys can be athletes.
One such example is when the late
Kobe Bryant and his daughter, Gianna,
were approached by fans asking if Kobe

and his wife, Vanessa, would have a son
to carry on the basketball legacy.
Gianna replied that she already had
that covered. Gianna wanted to play
professional basketball and eventually
join the WNBA, carrying on the
basketball legacy, despite the fact that
she wasn’t a boy. Tragically, she never
achieved her dreams of professional
basketball when she and her father
died in a helicopter crash earlier this
year. Stories like these show that
athletes don’t need to be men in order
to be successful in the sports world, no
matter what others might think.
The sports world may have started to
become more open towards women’s
sports, but they still have a long way to
go before women are treated as equals.
Even in simple environments such as
P.E. class in an ordinary Canadian high
school. I truly hope that one day I’ll
have the ball passed to me and other
girls without having to try so hard. I
also hope that when I watch TV, I’ll be
able to watch women’s sports as often
as men’s.

ANTI-ASIAN RACISM
DUE TO COVID-19
By Nayu Nakai
Earlier this year, Dorothea Gloria, a
Filipino actress in New York, was
walking down the streets to her bank.
She heard a lady screeching at her and
accusing her of bringing the COVID to
the United States of America. The lady
called Gloria a “Chinese bitch.” Out of
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fear, Gloria ran away.
Racism against Asians has always been
an issue in both the U.S. and Canada.
In 1882, a federal law called the
Chinese Exclusion Act was signed and
brought into effect in the United
States. The act denied nearly all
Chinese immigrants through a number
of restrictions. Canada followed suit in
1923, enacting the Chinese Immigration
Act, which also prohibited Chinese
immigration.
There were four exceptions to the
exclusion in Canada: students, certain
merchants, diplomats and Canadianborn Chinese returning from education
in China. In the United States
exceptions included students, teachers,
diplomats and tourists. Anyone with a

Chinese origin was also required to
carry an identity card. While these laws
have since been repealed, in 1943 in
the
U.S.
and
1947
in
Canada,
xenophobia still exists to this day.
In December, 2019, a new infectious
virus was identified in the City of
Wuhan in China’s Hubei province. Soon,
the virus was declared a pandemic by
the World Health Organization. Since
this point racism against Asians has
skyrocketed.
Many call the
novel
coronavirus the Chinese Virus or the
Kung Flu, these racist terms have been
validated and solidified by the actions
of Donald Trump, the president of the
United States. By May 2020, several
months after the start of the pandemic,
a Vancouver News station, CKWX News,
reported 29 hate crimes against Asians
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in Vancouver, this is up from 4 in the
previous year. One of the latest
incidents of hate crime against Asians
includes an attack on an 89-year-old
woman who was slapped and had her
clothes set on fire.
In March, the Los Angeles-based Asian
Pacific Policy and Planning Council
launched a tool called Stop AAPI Hate.
The tool allows users to report
harassment, discrimination, and violent
attacks against AAPIs (Asian American
Pacific Islanders). According to records
collected by Stop AAPI Hate, between
April and July, there were more than
800 harassment and discimination
incidents against Asian Americans in
California,
with
many
of
them
unreported to the police. According to
the
Bureau
of
Justice
Statistics'
National Crime Victimization Survey,
only 47.6 percent of hate crimes
against Asians are reported to the
police.
N.Y.P.D. Chief of Detectives Rodney
Harrison
says many victims are
reluctant to speak up and report to the
authorities
because
of
language
barriers, cultural differences and fear
of the police. To make it easier and
more comfortable for the victims, the
N.Y.P.D. has created the ‘Asian Hate
Crime Task Force’: A task force made up
of 25 Asian American police officers to
investigate reports of violence and
anger directed at Asians or Asian
Americans.
These are helpful measures to improve
race relations in North America, but
they aren’t enough. Political parties all
around the globe are still using the
coronavirus as an excuse to advance
anti-immigrant,
white
supremacist,
ultra-nationalist, anti-semitic, and

xenophobic ideologies. There are still
those attacking and harassing Asians
for their race. There needs to be a
more concerted effort made on the
part of institutions and the public to
fight anti-asian racism and the hate
associated with it.
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ARTISTS RESPONSES TO
COVID-19
by Keiron Cobban

musicians, I came to better understand
how different artists have responded to
the coronavirus and how art has helped
them build towards the future in a time
where uncertainty rules.

What made you realize that the COVID19 virus is as serious as it is? When did
you come to terms with the fact that
your life would be altered forever? For
me, it was making the difficult decision
to cancel the remainder of my
photography show in Toronto, it was
the moment when we stopped allowing
people in the front door and when we
turned off the lights of the gallery. This
was when I acknowledged that this
virus was bigger than any gallery or
show, it was bigger than my wants and
desires, and it was bigger than anything
we have had to deal with in my lifetime.

Michael Rozen, a Vancouver-based
painter, has been fortunate. He has
used his time during the pandemic to
push himself to work with new
mediums and techniques. He has
embraced the free time that has come
with the forced closure of his jobs
painting houses and working in set
decoration, this has allowed him to
spend
more
time
painting
and
exploring new sources of inspiration.
While
usually
finding
creative
motivation abroad, he has been forced
to look locally, finding inspiration by
building
community
and
physical
spaces in Vancouver.

It was at this point that I began to
question how art will be affected and
disrupted by this invisible viral force
and whether art has a role to play in
responding to the COVID-19 virus.
Questions have arisen around the
sustainability of art galleries and
museums,
the
possibilities
and
challenges around presenting visual
works
digitally,
how
art-based
communities will weather the storm
that we currently find ourselves in, and
how artists have had their artistic
practices impacted by the pandemic.
While we have all been affected by the
coronavirus, each person has had a
profoundly different experience. Some
have found solace in solitude, taking
the time to explore their minds and
their creativity in isolation, while others
have found periods alone with their
thoughts more difficult to bear and
inspiration harder to come by. Through
conversations with a variety of painters,
photographers, sculptors, and

Michael Rozen was commissioned to paint a
community mural envisioning life post-COVID in
Vancouver, Canada. Here he is in discussion with
passerby as he paints his mural.

During COVID, he has found the
creative
community
especially
collaborative in designing a better
future and responsive in helping its
members emerge stronger than before.
Reflecting
on
his
communities
response, he is optimistic: “Let’s think
about what we can do to improve our
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creative lives and the creative lives of
the community in general, put those at
the forefront as opposed to just
focusing on how can we make more
money, how can we produce more
quickly or get the next contract, it
became more about how can we stay
connected to the power of communal
gathering, shared space, shared ideas,
and creative energy while restrictions
and precautions are in place.”
Ryan Song, a photographer in Toronto,
has had his artistic practice impacted
in a very different way. Pre-COVID, Ryan
relied on his photography to both pay
the bills and satisfy his creative urges.
He shot photos for the Toronto Maple
Leafs, worked with the intimate concert
company Sofar sounds, and had his
own
clients,
often
working
with
musicians and artists.

Ryan Song lost all of his photography income due to
COVID-19 but was able to redirect his creative energy
into UX Design.
Photo Credit: Ryan Song

During the initial period of isolation, he
found himself out of work as concerts
and sports were cancelled, and without
motivation, as he was unable to
connect with the musicians and
community that he draws much of his

inspiration from. His mental health was
compromised and he found himself
without the normal means of alleviating
stress and anxiety. He would often use
photography as a way to take care of
his mental health but during the
pandemic, going outside and shooting
meant a constant reminder of what was
happening in the world, how his life
was constrained and his plans derailed.
This was a catalyst for him to shift his
creativity from photography to going to
school for UX design. The decision
came from a desire to move away from
using his camera as a career and
keeping it strictly as a passion, one that
he did not need to commercialize
This has been a period of introspection
for most. People have had time to think
and analyze their lives and determine
the best path to move forward. As the
Canadian economy is projected to
contract worse than the 2008-2009
financial crisis and unemployment is
expected to remain high through 2021
and
beyond,
some
artists
are
considering the feasibility of remaining
in an industry that can be volatile at
the best of times. What will it mean for
the creative sectors if more artists
begin questioning a career in the arts
and changing their paths to more
secure job options?
The possibilities in using art as a way to
connect people are endless, from
creating supportive networks and
spaces
where
collaboration
can
flourish, to allowing for expression of
lived experiences that others are
facing. Art will be instrumental in
counteracting the crippling loneliness
and mental anguish that accompanies
isolation. For this to happen we need
artists creating. This means that we
need to provide the spaces and the
financial support for artists so that we
don’t lose creatives to different
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disciplines.
Whether
this
means
supporting artists through subsidies or
creating more spaces and programs
that allow for people to hone their
creative abilities, art will be essential in

bringing us together in a time where
many of us feel so alone.
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COMING TO TERMS
WITH IMPLICIT BIASES
by Rachel Achus
We all should know that diversity makes
for a rich tapestry, and we must
understand that all the threads of the
tapestry are equal in value no matter
their colour
⁃ Maya Angelou
Due
to
the
cultural
awakening
surrounding institutional and systemic
racism I felt that it would be eye
opening for the students to learn about
implicit bias and how it impacts the way
we all subconsciously navigate the
world around us.
Implicit bias refers to the attitudes or
stereotypes
that
affect
our
understanding,
decisions,
and
behaviours in an unconscious manner.
The students were encouraged to write

down a list of words they associated
with the colour white and from that list,
choose 5 words to inspire an original
collage.
This exercise emphasized their natural
thought processes surrounding the
term white and encouraged them to
deeply inquire into how they formed
those biases. We learned:
how unconscious bias can impact
how we view and interact with
people of different groups
How it can influence who holds
positions of power
Whose
stories
get
told
and
amplified in the mainstream art
world and whose does not
The collages that were created from
this displayed the students diverse
experiences and talents. Some focused
on social subject matter while some
opted to focus on nature, emotions,
and other existential themes. This
probed the participants to look deep
into their own biases and how they can
find creative solutions to address them.

by Nayu Nakai
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by Marina Morrison

"I CAN TELL YOU, WITHOUT
DIVERSITY, CREATIVITY
REMAINS STAGNANT"
⁃ EDWARD ENNINFUL
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THE DAY THAT I MET
TOPAZ, I DIDN'T KNOW
THAT IT WOULD LEAD
ME HERE
By Marina Morrison
This piece has been pushed and pulled,
thrown away scratched up, erased,
deleted, undone, … it looks very
different from how it did yesterday, last
week or two hours ago. I find myself
struggling to string a sentence or two
together without feeling the need to
stand up or look in the fridge or
refresh my Gmail to see if there is a
new email I can distract myself with.
Writing about someone I care about
should be easy, right?
I can write about myself no problem.
Spilling, pouring, pausing and then
pouring and shovelling some more.
Why then, do I struggle to scrape some
of that into the writing about another?
Pushed, pulled, scratched, erased,
deleted, undone, added to and then
removed. That’s what I have to show for
in typed form. Maybe it’s because I’m
not a great writer.
Ah, See? Here I go again feeding you
lines about me while dodging the
matter at hand.
Maybe I’m struggling to write about her
because in spite of what people say
about me, I’m not empathetic. I don’t
have the ability to “be in somebody
else's shoes”.
How can I try and
empathize with her when, as a 12-yearold walking home from school, she had
17-year-olds in a pickup truck yelling
the n-word at her and chasing her
down the street? I can’t, and I won’t
attempt to say I can understand how
awful that must be. To do so only helps

falsehoods multiply. There is nothing—
nothing that I can even begin to relate
to remotely to truly empathize with her.
Is it a matter of empathizing? How do I
express to Topaz that although I can’t
completely relate, I can share her
desire and hunger for change and love
among people? Is this enough? What is
enough?
The day I met Topaz I didn’t know it
would lead me here, asking her
questions from her childhood about
being valued, feeling safe, fitting in and
times she’s been discriminated against
in her life. She tells me the only time
that she felt comfortable was in her last
year of high school in White Rock.
Before that, she’d never felt like she
was a part of a community of people
who she could connect to. “It was
always a big difference like they were
queer, they weren’t Black. They were
Black but they were homophobic so…I
never really fit into a certain group.”
And as you may recall from my previous
mention, she had been chased by teens
in a pickup truck who were yelling the
n-word out the window when she was
12 — this is not the only story she has
about being racially discriminated
against. “Yes. I have lots,” she said.
Lots. Lots of stories of being pushed
pulled,
scratched
erased
deleted
undone. When I asked her more
questions, she talked about her
partner:
“So, my partner is, even thought they
are masculine presenting their sex is
female. We are both Black and they’re
also
Jamaican
and
I’m
a
very
affectionate person, especially towards
them. You know what I am with like my
hugs and things like that. We were in
public one time when I went to give
them a hug and they were like, ‘No, can
you not do this right now?’ And I was
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like, ‘Okay, what’s wrong?’
So, then we went home and then they
sat me down and told me, “Listen I
don’t like it when we’re around
Caucasian people and were being
affectionate because not only are we
Black but we’re gay. I’m scared they’re
going to shoot me or hurt me”. I was so
shocked, because they are so strong,
they are so tough on the outside and
they’ve been in less safe places than
Canada, and for them to have such fear
over what the possibility of what a
Caucasian person might do just
because we were hugging or holding
hands, it really shook me to my core.
Just another small story.”

Just another small story. Just another
small bite of mum’s homemade apple
crumb. After consuming small stories
like this, I wonder if I’ve been both
malnourished and over-fed at the same
time. Not given the insight into how
many people are treated inhumanely
while being sheltered within a White
Rock, B.C. bubble. I grew up being told
to love everyone! Be open! Inclusive! It
doesn’t negate the fact that the people
I was surrounded with, including
myself, were often given that value,
attention and love from the time they
were born. It was a given. I was told
that everyone deserves love, but I was
already kneaded into a community
where it was happening. Maybe I’m

by Maya Honda-Granirer
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struggling
to
write
about
Topaz
because I feel like I won’t be able to do
it justice. I’ve never experienced the
dehumanization about which she has
story upon story from her childhood,
and I dread to think of the new stories
she may live in the years to come.
She could spill, pour, pause, and then
shovel more into the mouths of those
around her but who would listen? I
hope she knows that I will listen.
Listening is an interesting thing. It
seems
simple
but
it’s
rather
challenging. We can listen but not hear,
listen but not consume, listen but not
understand, listen but not act. I implore
you to listen actively to your friends
and strangers who are spilling, pouring,
pausing,
pouring
and
shoveling—
waiting, for someone to listen. Once I
force feed the reality of racial disparity,
discrimination and violence down my
privileged throat I scrunched my face
up at its flavour. It really doesn’t taste
good. No sweetness, no notes of oak
and elderflower. It stings a little at first
when it’s shovelled in two tablespoons
at a time. The aftertaste. Now that’s
something that lingers—if you allow it.
I’m sorry that you’ve never been able to
experience getting a hug from Topaz,
or talking about art, or sharing your day
on the ground in the hallway at lunch.
You’ve never seen her listening to
music with her headphones, swinging
her lunch bag from side-to-side with
the beat. You never got to sit beside
her as she created a body of work filled
with emotion and messages within each
paint stroke. I’m sorry you’ve never
heard her laugh on a three-hour video
call because it’s awesome. She’s
awesome.
She’s
important.
She’s
special and above all she is human.
Worthy of love, attention, value,
opportunity, safety and freedom.

She is my friend.
What I am asking of you is to listen, to
understand, to hear and to act. Allow
the aftertaste of truth to linger and
keep fighting for friends, for loved ones
and for strangers who deserve to be
treated like how I wish Topaz were
treated. Unwrap your protective layers.
Open your arms wide to learn, to
question, to try and to hold on to those
who need to be held.
The day I met Topaz I didn’t know it
would lead me here, ending this piece
with her words. Words that I wished
never had to be said.
“I think it’s important for the world to
know that I am normal, that I am a
human being and that my experience
has been with people not treating me
as a human being or treating me as a
phenomena when really there are
plenty of people like me…or I wouldn’t
say plenty because I am a minority, but
there is enough to know that we still
feel, we still breathe, we still live and
we still want to flourish just like
everyone else.”
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HOW COVID-19 IS
AFFECTING PEOPLE’S
MENTAL HEALTH
By Alice Yu
At the beginning of 2020, when the first
case of COVID-19 was reported, I could
never have guessed that this was the
beginning of a total disaster. It would
seem ridiculous for anyone back then to
imagine having to live the way we are
living today. People wearing masks and
gloves for groceries, schools shutting
down, public facilities closing, flights
being
cancelled,
certain
social
gatherings prohibited, and news reports
everyday about more and more cases of
infections and deaths.
After a long time in quarantine, many
people show negative symptoms like
feeling of depression, difficulty sleeping,
and problems concentrating. Studies
have found that COVID-19 causes more
than just physical illness, it is also
causing the worsening of people’s
mental conditions.
Humans are used to living in a world of
connections and social interactions.
However, the reality of the pandemic is
restricting and limiting us from living in
the way to which we are accustomed.
Although avoiding social gathering is
necessary and important for reducing
the risk of exposure to COVID-19, the
loneliness, anxiety and worry from social
isolation are factors worsening people’s
mental health.
People need a source of income for
living. However, the COVID-19 pandemic
has caused a large number of people to
experience job and financial losses. In
losing their income, people can easily
get overwhelmed by anxiety. This is

especially true for people with lower
incomes and people who rent, they
stress about having enough money for
basic living. According to The Health
Foundation, one in five people have
experienced suicidal thoughts relating to
financial losses.
According to the Government of Canada,
there are some ways to help us maintain
our physical and mental well-being.
Following a regular routine, ensuring
sufficient
hours
of
sleep,
eating
nutritious meals and exercising regularly
to keep your body healthy and active are
all important for mental and physical
health. Acknowledging why we must try
to avoid social gathering is important to
increase our self-control. We have to
understand that we stay home for our
own good. By making sure we are
healthy,
we
are
also
making
a
contribution to protecting public health.
Maintaining our social connection that
the pandemic has impacted is important.
By connecting regularly with friends and
family members through our social
networks and social media platforms we
can significantly reduce stress. While
quarantine may be difficult it gives us
more time to undergo activities that we
may have forsaken in the past. It
provides a valuable chance to learn new
skills and engage in your hobbies. This is
a good way to keep us busy and to keep
distracted from worrying and stress.
During the unique time in which we are
living,
people
can
easily
become
overwhelmed by stress and anxiety.
However, it is not a reason for people to
ignore the public guidelines and rules
and social distancing. We are all fighting
for the same goal: to overcome the
COVID-19
pandemic
and
emerge
stronger and more together.
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A CONVERSATION WITH
JOHNNIE L. STUBBS
By Zarah Stubbs
I am joined by my grandfather, Johnnie
L. Stubbs, Sr. former President of the
NAACP Conference of Branches in the
State of Maryland. The NAACP, which
stands for the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, was
one of the most important organizations
fighting for Civil Rights during this era.
Z: What was the first major Civil Rights
moment that you remember?
J: I lived in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, just 45
miles from Little Rock, the capital of the
state where the “Little Rock Nine” sought
to integrate the High School in 1956.
Arkansas Governor Faubus refused to
integrate the high school. President
Eisenhower (IKE) had to send in federal
troops to protect the Little Rock Nine.
Z: What was your first major Civil Rights
Effort?
J: I was dying to get involved in Civil
Rights. Half the people of King George’s
County were black. Only a few were
registered to vote. The registrar had an
office in the middle of a tobacco field.
He had two lists, a long one of white
voters and a much shorter one of black
voters. I joined three women in
organizing the registration of “a few
hundred black voters.”

I felt like I had a duty to do my part to
help make America what it claimed to be
and absolutely was not. However, the
Department of Defence no longer
provided housing on bases for civilians,
so we moved away from Virginia. I got a
job in Annapolis, Maryland, which is
located in Anne Arundel County, and
moved there in 1965. I got involved in
the local NAACP branch there. I worked
on voter registration in 3 southern
Maryland countries.
Z: Can you describe how the NAACP was
organized?
J: Each state has a “conference” that
includes the county branches. I attended
state meetings, and a close friend of
mine decided to run for State President
of the NAACP in Maryland on the
condition that I run as the First Vice
President. We won in 1968.
The NAACP Maryland State president
learned shortly after his election that he
had
a
position
at
the
national
headquarters of the NAACP in New York.
The NAACP organization does not allow
people to hold state and national
positions at the same time, so he had to
resign from the position of president.
There were members of the NAACP who
didn’t want me to be president because
they thought I was too militant...but I
was a believer in the Constitution.
People wanted me to resign because I
was new in the state...but the forward
thinkers wanted me to remain...

Z: How did you get further involved in
Civil Rights efforts?

Z: Could you explain why you decided to
resign after five years?

J: Most counties had a branch of the
NAACP. I joined a small group of mostly
older women and within a year and a
half, they elected me the President of
their local branch in 1964.

J: One of the reasons that I decided to
get out early (from his presidency of the
Conference of branches of the NAACP)
was it seemed that the other older
people were not. Anything new that
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emerged, they didn’t quite believe in.
They saw themselves as in the height of
whatever was going on. Like President
Truman -- many saw him as very
constructive. Well, he did force the
military to become integrated. But he
was another Southerner; he was from
Missouri, a border state. We never saw
Truman as a great leader in Civil rights
because he wasn’t! My point is that
what is in the forefront today might be
in the middle twenty years from now.
So we have to be able to move forward
and to let younger minds and people
who see things differently become the
leaders. There are always some good
things that we can contribute, but just
like athletes -- you are LeBron James
today, but five years from now
somebody else will do you in because
you make an error. So, we have to be
able to move forward - is what I am
saying.
Z: You mentioned that the NAACP
national leadership had particular
views about you. Could you explain
what you meant?
J: In 1968 most Black people were in
the Democratic Party. At the time there
was a senatorial election involving two
candidates:
incumbent
Democratic
Senator Daniel Brewster and there was
a Republican congressperson, Charles
Mathias. Senator Brewster was the
favorite to hold his seat, but the
Maryland NAACP had our political
action chairman investigate Senator
Brewster's
voting
record
and
Congressman Mathias’s voting record.
Even though there were less than five
percent
of
Black
people
in
Congressman
Mathias’
district
in
Western Maryland, we found that his
civil rights voting record was superior
to the Democratic Senator Brewster.

We told the NAACP that we found
Mathias’s voting record for civil rights
superior to Senator Brewster of the
Democrats.
The NAACP called me and said that they
heard that we had endorsed Republican
Congressman Mathias; we had not. We
simply said that his voting record was
superior. The national office had asked
me to rescind that information, and I
would not do it, then they said that I had
to resign from the NAACP and were
denying the fact that I had been part of
the NAACP at all.
A couple of years later, Mathias won and
became the Republican Senator. The
national NAACP was upset with me and
so forth. (Then) President Richard Nixon
tried to appoint two southern people to
the Supreme Court who did not have a
good voting record on civil rights. The
voting for Judge was tied (in the Senate)
with the exception of one Republican
Senator,
Charles
Mathias.
Charles
Mathias
voted
to
reject
Nixon’s
nomination. Later on Mathias said that
he voted the way that Johnnie Stubbs
(me) would have wanted him to vote.
And then I became a hero for the
NAACP. (laughter). The very people who
wanted to kick me out now said what a
wonderful person I was. I could see
things that others couldn’t see.
Z: What were some other problems the
NAACP helped address?
J: We had to fight a lot of individual
problems, for people who felt and were
being discriminated against. Housing
was a problem all over the State of
Maryland, but the biggest problem had
to do with schools. If you were in a
particular neighbourhood you were
assigned to a school.
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Z: What was the history of Civil Rights
in Maryland?
J: Maryland was a ‘Free State’ during the
Civil War but even though Maryland did
not secede from the Union to join the
Confederacy, it was a slave-holding
state and remained segregated well
into the 1960’s. For example, in Anne
Arundel County only 10 out of 84 public
schools had been integrated by the
mid-Sixties. The local government
congratulated itself for “Ten Years of
Achievement”
in
getting
to
this
desegregation result.
We integrated all of the schools in Anne
Arundel county, and most of the
schools in State of Maryland. We went
all across the state instituting housing,
because one of the problems is that
they had communities that they did not
allow black people in, even in the State
of Maryland. We felt that that was not
what the Constitution stood for: either
we were citizens or we weren’t.
Z: What was the hardest part for you
and your family during these times, for
example when you had to change
housing or when you moved into a
white neighbourhood
J: When we moved to Annapolis,
Brownswood, it wasn't a fully developed
community which we lived in for three
years, but we bought a house in
Heritage and it was not as difficult as
you might think because all the houses
were
funded
by
the
Veterans
Administration. We were the first black
people
to
move
into
that
neighborhood. My family and I did not
have much trouble living there. Our
children got along fairly well with the
rest of the children.
Z: Did your daughter
benefit from integration?

or

children

J: Yes, they benefited from integrated
schools because they were required to
be good students at whatever school
they attended. They always performed.
At the time, TV was limited. They didn’t
like it, but years later they did… Ah, and,
I have been pleased and all three of
them graduated from high school and all
graduated from colleges. They turned
out to be very good people, all of them.
Z: Where there any problems that arose
from the integration of schools?
J: I would say that when the schools
were first integrated, there were certain
problems. Anne Arundel County had 4-5
levels of classes. For example, in tenth
grade there were 4-5 levels. My children
always had to take classes in the top
level. That was OUR requirement.
Sometimes if they were in the top level,
they might be the only black kid in there.
And, so, Johnnie Jr. and Lavette handled
it well. Your mother didn’t.
Z: Did you meet any of the great leaders
that talked about Civil Rights. MLK Jr.?
What did you think of them?
J: I met many of the great leaders. Fact
of the matter is when MLK was killed, a
close friend of mine (a roommate in
college) and I flew from DC. We flew to
Memphis just prior to his funeral after
he was killed. We were trying to get to
Atlanta. We flew and went to his funeral
and marched in Atlanta. Several of my
close associates: John Gibson and Doug
Sands and others were from Atlanta and
had participated in MLK’s group (SCLC). I
was never a member of SCLC, but we
contributed. In fact, we contributed to
all the black organizations.
Z: What were some small ways you
helped change someone's perspective?
J: When I worked in Annapolis at one of
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the jobs there was a guy who was very
liberal, Will Anderson. After, we moved
into Heritage neighbourhood I ran into
him at a meeting.
He asked me: “How y’all doing over
there in Heritage?” I replied: “We’re
doing alright.” He said (laughter), “How
are your children getting along with the
white kids.” I replied: “They’re getting
okay because I teach my children that
they are no better than the white kids!”
He got as red as a beet and said, “No
better THAN?!” I said: “Yes, Will, you
expect me to teach my children that
they are AS GOOD AS white folks.” And
you teach your children “no better
than.” You’re going to regress to the
mean from the top, but you want black
people to regress to the mean from the
bottom. You’re just a racist like the rest
of y'all. He stopped for two minutes
and listened to me. He said: “Johnnie,
you are absolutely right. I never
thought about that.”
Z: Could you explain that?
J: See, there is a significant difference
when you are telling people “You are
just as good as” -- I didn’t tell my
children that. I raised my children,
letting them know who they were, but
my point is that in race relations quite
often, not only then but now, when
President Obama, who they see as a
black man, I see him as a half white
man: his mama was white; his daddy
was black. But they see him as black.
They are right but when he became
president;
half
of
the
country,
especially some of the leaders wanted
to make sure that he didn’t succeed.
They’d rather see the US go down. They
hate that a black man was the most
powerful man in the world. They’d
rather see the country… people in a
boat and pull the plug to keep it from
reaching the shore even if it would sink

them too!
Z: You mentioned that you raised your
children letting them know who they
were, so how does that add up to your
view on race and how you taught them?
J: The term race is a young term. When I
say young. People have been on earth
for a million years. The term race is only
400 years old. A person was from India,
and was called “Indian.” not native
americans, but people from SE Asia.
Canadians
were
from
Canada;
Egypt/Egyptians. Egyptians from the
south were dark; those north were light
(not white), like Palestinians and Arabs.
There was no white or black. White and
Black … when I was in grade school, they
didn’t know how to. We were called
“Ethiopians''
-others
Caucasoid;
Mongoloid. (laughter). They came up
with white and black. Race is a new term.
The Christians were trying to justify their
treating people like horses and mules,
and so they had to come up with some
sort of excuse for doing that when it
became economically favorable. So much
for that! Nothing to do with your project,
just a thought that needs to be in your
head some place!
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EDUCATION V. EQUITY:
SHEDDING LIGHT ON A
BROKEN SYSTEM
By Maya Honda-Granirer
Block High School in Jonesville, Louisiana
seems more like an abandoned building
than a school. The walls and carpets are
moldy from unfixed leaks, the windows
are cracked and the ventilation is broken
— the building is completely unsafe. The
students’ athletic coach, Bennie Volt, has
to teach world history, geography, ACT
prep and standardized test prep, despite
only being certified in physical education.
A fact which should come as no surprise:
70 percent of the senior class is Black. In
the same school district, 13 miles away,
lies
the
well-maintained,
clean,
beautifully equipped Harrisonburg High
School,
whose
senior
class
is
overwhelmingly
white
(almost
90
percent). Students at Harrisonburg have
higher academic achievement and more
of them go to college once they graduate.
The disparity between the two schools
could not be more striking.
The stories of Block and Harrisonburg
High School shed important light on the
story of education in America — a story
of segregation, racism and negligence
which continues to this day.
The issue of segregation in schools
reached an important milestone in 1954,
in the historic court case of Brown v.
Board of Education. On May 17th of that
year, racial segregation in schools was
declared
unconstitutional
by
the
Supreme Court of the United States. Earl
Warren, the Governor of California and
Chief Justice at the time, wrote in the
Court’s verdict that, “in the field of public
education the doctrine of ‘separate but
equal’ has no place,” as segregated
schools are “inherently unequal”.
School desegregation initiatives continued

to face fierce opposition after Brown v.
Board.
In
fact,
many
subsequent
Supreme Court rulings hastily tossed
aside the principles of equality and
fairness that Brown v.s. Board vowed to
protect. The ruling of the 1974 Supreme
Court case of Miliken v. Bradley, which
concerned the planned desegregation
busing of public school students across
district lines in Detroit, held that
segregation was allowed, as long as it
was not considered an explicit policy of
each school district. The end of courtordered desegregation was precipitated
by the Supreme Court ruling of the Board
of Education of Oklahoma City v. Dowell
case in 1990, which asserted that school
districts could be released from court
oversight once they had made a “good
faith” effort to desegregate, even if it
meant that they would likely re-segregate
soon after.
Almost 70 years after Brown v. Board of
Education, racial segregation remains
deeply embedded in the landscape of
American education. Nationwide, Black
and Latinx students continue to be
concentrated
in
schools
that
are
characterized by their high poverty and
low achievement rates, while white
students are more likely to attend highachieving, well-off schools. According to
research conducted by UCLA’s Civil Rights
Project, the percentage of Black students
attending schools that are 90 to 100
percent minority has been increasing
since the 1990s. A study from Harvard’s
Civil Rights Project found that almost 90
percent of segregated Black and Latinx
schools experience high levels of poverty.
The study concluded that the average
Black or Latinx student attends a school
with more than twice as many poor
classmates than the average white
student. Racial and economic segregation
in schools hasn’t gone anywhere.
Racial and economic school segregation
has been shown to have a significant
impact on educational outcomes as well
as Black achievement later in life. A 2016
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study published in the Russell Sage
Foundation Journal of the Social Sciences
concluded that the disparity in the
average poverty rate in the schools white
students attend and Blacks students
attend is the single most important factor
in the educational achievement gap
between white and Black students.
Black students across the United States
are also on the adverse side of a massive
disparity
in
funding
for
schools.
Predominantly nonwhite school districts
across the country receive $23 billion
less than their white counterparts every
year, according to data collected by
EdBuild, a non-profit company advocating
for equity in school funding. This makes
sense, considering that funding for
schools relies heavily on local taxes —
wealthier, predominantly white districts
get more, while poor, predominantly nonwhite districts don’t get enough.
Of course, poor, predominantly white
districts also exist, and lack of funding
for schools in these areas is an injustice
in itself. That said, it is critical to
recognize that the inequality in school
funding is inextricably and profoundly
tied to race. In the United States, 20
percent of students are enrolled in
districts that are both poor and
nonwhite, but just 5 percent of students
live in white districts that are equally
financially challenged. Moreover, the
average poor, white school district
receives $150 less than the national
average, but still nearly $1500 more than
the average poor non-white district, as
reported by EdBuild. This disparity in
funding means that predominantly Black
and
Latinx
schools
are
typically
underfunded,
understaffed
and
undersupplied. Students must learn with
outdated textbooks and inadequate
learning supplies and because of high
levels of teacher turnover, teachers must
often teach subjects for which they are
not qualified. The schools themselves are
sometimes
even
unsafe.
The
U.S.
Government Accountability Office

announced that an estimated 54 percent
of public school districts need to fix or
replace multiple systems and features in
their schools (e.g. ventilation, plumbing,
structural integrity). The burden of this
issue is disproportionately placed on
students of colour, since their schools
experience the most severe lack of
funding.
In the 2018, the Catahoula Parish school
board granted Harrisonburg High School
$20,000 for the year’s budget. The board
granted Block a mere $7,000. This
happened because the wealthier — and
whiter — town of Harrisonburg raises its
own additional funds through a local tax
— something which the residents of
Jonesville cannot afford to do. With this
tax, Harrisonburg High School has been
able
to
economically
and
racially
segregate itself from the rest of the
school district.
Not only does racism manifest itself in
geographical and economic disparities,
but it also takes the form of deep-rooted
and far-reaching racial bias. Federal civil
rights investigations have found that
Black students are punished more
harshly than white students, even when
they are being punished for the same
misbehavior. According to Columbia Law
School’s Center for Intersectionality and
Social Policy Studies, Black boys are
three times as likely to be suspended as
white boys and Black girls are six times
as likely to be suspended as white girls.
These findings reflect a bigoted and
distorted depiction of Black people as
“thugs,” which has been propagated in
the United States for centuries. While
this racial bias is being brought to light
more nowadays, it is undeniable that it
continues to impinge on virtually every
facet in America, including incarceration
rates, police brutality and sadly, school
suspensions. What’s more, findings show
a direct correlation between getting
suspended in school and getting arrested
later in life. In her 2018 study,
“Educational and criminal justice
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outcomes
12
years
after
school
suspension,” Janet Rosenbaum from
SUNY
Downstate
Health
Sciences
University noted that suspended youth
were 30 percent more likely to have been
arrested once, 51 percent more likely to
have been arrested two or more times
and 23 percent more likely to have been
in prison than similar non-suspended
youth.
The
disparity
between
school
suspensions of Black students and white
students is a byproduct of racial bias, but
certainly not the only one. Black students
are also 54 percent less likely than white
students to be recommended for giftededucation programs, even after adjusting
for factors like standardized test scores,
according to national data from the Early
Childhood
Longitudinal
Study.
Additionally, researchers at American
University reported that when Black and
white teachers evaluate the same Black
student, white teachers are 12 percent
less likely to predict the student will
graduate high school.
Education is one of the most powerful
tools we have to put a stop to racism,
poverty and crime. Yet, at the moment, it
is an institution that helps keep these
systems in place.
When presented with the prospect of
integrating all the high schools in the
Catahoula Parish school district, parents
at Harrisonburg High School firmly held
that they didn’t want their kids going to
school with Block High School kids,
because of their ‘moral character. This
sentiment is not uncommon. Many white
and
Asian
parents
oppose
school
integration on the grounds of wanting
the best for their kids. While it is
perfectly natural to want the best for
your children, integrating schools is not
some sort of compromise. Desegregation
efforts of the 1970s and 1980s led to
substantial academic gains for Black
students and no decrease to white
students’ academic attainment. Moreover

integrated schools are shown to reduce
racial bias and improve creativity and
critical thinking for all students. The
benefits of school integration carry on
long into the future. A 2011 study from
the
National
Bureau
of
Economic
Research showed that Black students
who attended integrated schools had
higher
earnings,
improved
health
outcomes and lower incarceration rates
as adults.
Education is just one of many factors that
have led to the many disparities between
white people and communities of colour
in the United States, and integrating
schools
won’t
fix
these
problems
overnight.
Nevertheless,
racism
in
education has helped sustain the cycle of
poverty that so many people of colour
are trapped in when it should be helping
them to overcome it. It is one reason the
students at Block High School won’t have
as much opportunity and freedom as the
students at Harrisonburg once they
graduate. It is one reason the country is
broken and it is one more reason to fight
for racial justice in America.
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Current programming at VACS
Together

We

Empower
Together-We-Empower is a platform to foster
intergenerational e-learning collaboration and practice.

Intergenerational learning and collaboration is a unique approach to bridging the
generational gap. Older adults and high school to university students will get a chance to
create connections through shared experiences and projects. Older adults will play a vital
role by sharing their wisdom and experiences, while students will gain valuable practical
and emotional skills from working with the older generation, such as group co-leadership,
self-confidence, and emotional maturity.
Together-We-Empower is a semi-structured intergenerational program that offers
resources and opportunities for older adults to connect and empower each other and with
younger generations through creative and collaborative projects.
Programs include: Conversation Corner, Neighbourhood Stories, Visual Journalling, Writers
Retreat, Songwriting Together, Lost & Found: Circle of Life, and Drawing Club!

Find out more at: www.myvacs.org

